
Historic Stirling Scenic Tour
Capturing the historic prominence of Stirling, the
Ultimate Private Hire day tour will allow you to

experience the essence of Stirling’s heritage and natural
beauty. Departing from Glasgow, Edinburgh or Stirling

Ultimate Private Hire ensures that you enjoy
sightseeing from the comfort of our chauffeur driven

luxury cars.

Bannockburn Heritage center

At the site of The Battle of Bannockburn, see the battle brought to life and stand
shoulder-to-shoulder with medieval warriors during the 3D experience. Outside,
wander across the parkland and admire the restored commemorative monuments,

including the iconic statue of Robert the Bruce.

Stirling Castle and The Holy Rude

With its imposing position and impressive architecture, Stirling Castle is one of the
largest and most important in Scotland. Knights, nobles and foreign ambassadors once

flocked to Stirling Castle to revel in its grandeur with its superb sculptures and
beautiful gardens. Enjoy the magnificent views and historical significance of the

castle before stopping for lunch.

Lunch stop in Bridge of Allan

Bridge of Allan is a former spa town at the foot of the Ochil Hills, located just north
of Stirling. Situated next to the river Allan, this is the perfect spot to stop for lunch

and browse the local shops before heading to the next location.

Doune Castle

Explore this 14th century courtyard castle in Doune, with a striking 100ft high
gatehouse and one of the best preserved great halls in Scotland. Doune castle is also

more recently known as a prominent location where Outlander was filmed.

The Wallace Monument

See Sir William Wallace’s legendary battle sword and enjoy panoramic views from the
crown of the monument. As you climb towards the top, each level tells the story of

Scotland’s National hero-Sir William Wallace.

*Please note admission cost is not included in the tour price


